
BY F RE D ]OHNSON.* ZL2AM]

Using an r.i, bridge to make impedance measurements at the transmiHer
end of the antenna feeder can lead to improvements in antenna perform

ance and a beHer understanding of its operation.

L NOVEMBER and December 1963
CQ published articles on the use of the
Smith chart as an aid to the solution of
aerial matching problems.' This was fol
lowed in March 1964 with a further article
on the use of the chart for designing a
broadband matching unit? These articles
showed how the chart could provide answers
that are otherwise difficult to determine with
out lots of calculation. These articles stimu
lated enthusiasm to analyze the performance
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of an eighty meter antenna using the Smi
chart to see if its performance could be im
proved.

An idea of the construction of the antenn
in question can be gained from fig. I. Th
length of the flat-top was determined fro
the formula 468/fme• A center feed-point i
used for it is the more convenient and 7
ohm coaxial cable is used as the feeder. Th
transmitter uses a pi-coupler and feeds th
coax direct; no antenna tuner or balun i
used. This antenna has operated for man
years and has given good performance acros
the entire ZL eighty meter band (3 .5 to 3.
me). The antenna was restricted by sitin
problems and added height could not b
managed. The theory books show that th
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Fig. l-The ante nna at Z12AMJ prior to the investigations.
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Fig. 2-The Smith chart showing the impedance plots for the various measurements. Curve "A"
is for the original antenna. Curve "0" the transmitter end of the feeder and curve " E" the im

pedance a t the dipole center after the improvemen ts were made.

put impedance of a half-wave dipole 10
ated less than a quarter of a wavelength
bove ground will not be 75 ohms. On this
asis alone a stand ing-wave could be ex
ected to exist on the feeder. The presence
f the ground and obstacles would have the
ect of lowering the resonant frequency of
e antenna. In spite of these points the de

ice worked, loaded up in the approved man
er, and gave acceptable results. It was only
re-read of the CQ articles that prompted
y further work.

Smith Chart
A General Radio r.f. bridge type J606-A

Ias obtained on loan and used throughout
?e experiment. The shack receiver was used
s a null detector and a signal genera tor as
•ie signal source. The input impedance to
ie coaxial cable at the transmitter end was
ieasured at different frequencies. These re
ilts were normalized (i.e. divided by 75 )
d plotted on the Smith chart. This chart

as then used to determine the nature of
e improvements. The plot of the input im-

e page 126 for New Reader Service

pedance of the original antenna is shown
as curve "A" on fig. 2. The standing-wave
voltage ratio plotted as rectangular coordi
nates is shown in fig. 3 (curve "A") . T hese
were obtained from direct measurement from
the radial scales of the chart. Note th at th e
S.W. r. varies from 3.5 to 4.9 across the band
- not vcry good! T he final curve, the s.w.r,
as seen by the transmi tter, is shown as curve
" D" on fig. 3. This is the result of some
very si mple improvement s. To improve the
s.w.r., the impedance plot on the Smith chart
should be "shifted" to be as close to the
center of the chart as possible.

Antenna Adjustment
The nrst adjustment made to the antenna

was to cut six feet off one leg of the fl at-top
by inserting an insulator at a point six feet
from one end. A second plot was then made
from a second set of impedance measure
ments. This is shown as curve " B" in fig. 2.
At 3.5 mc the s.w.r, is now 1.2 rising to 4.7
at 3.9 mc. A distinct improvement! It ap
peared that the antenna should be shortened
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Inspection showed that if 0.55 ohms capaci
live reactance at 3.9 mc were added in serie
at the transmitter end of the cable, then th
loop would encircle the center. This 0.5
value is a normalized value and is 0.55
75 = 41 ohms in practice which works ou
to be a capacitor of 1000 mmf. With thi
capacitor in series at the feed point, th
input impedance as measured is shown a
curve "D." The S.W.T. is now 1.6 across rno
of the band and rises to 1.8 at the ends. Thi
is a vast improvement over the original inp
characteristic. It must be remembered th
the transmitter "sees" curve "D" but th
actual s.w.r, on the feeder coaxial is sti
curve "C". This is important whe
feeder-line losses are to be considered.
the frequencies in question, these losses a
negligible and can be readily neglected.

Feeder Length

The physical length of the feeder used
67 feet. By putting a temporary short aero
the distant end (at the dipole center) an
measuring the input impedance of the coaxi
cable, it was found that the input impedan
was zero ohms at 4.86 me. This represen
the frequency for which the cable length
an electrical half-wavelength or multiple
a half-wavelength. The free-space wav
length for this frequency is 101 feet, so
velocity factor of the cable is 67 + 101
0.66.

Now that the velocity factor and physic
length is known it is possible to produ
a table showing the electrical length of t
cable as multiples of a wavelength, for ea
of the frequencies under consideration. Th
is shown as Table I.

Curve "E" is produced from Table I a
curve "C." This represents the input i
pedance at the center of the dipole. It is co
structed by travelling round the chart on
constant s.w.r, circle for the distance stat
in Table I towards the load. Each frequen
point is plotted independently using the out
wave-length scales on the chart. For exarnp
travelling counter-clockwise (i.e., towar
the load) for 0.393 of a wavelength fro
the 3.9 me plot (curve "C") and at a co
stant distance from the center of the ch
produces the 3.9 me plot on curve HE."

Curve "E" is the plot that would
obtained if the r.f. bridge and all its tri
mings could be elevated to the dipole cent
to measure its input impedance. This
of course, rather impractical.
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further to bring the point of lowest s.w.r.
towards the band center (3.7 mc). So the
next adjustment was to shorten the other
leg of the fiat-top by six feet and make a
third set of measurements. These are plotted
as curve "C" in fig. 2. The s.w.r. is now 3.0
at 3.5 me and 2.0 at 3.9 mc with lowest
value 1.1 at about 3.75 mc. This would be
ideal provided operation was contemplated
around 3.75 mc with a higher s.w.r. accepted
at each end . of the band. The transmitter
loaded into this quite happily but further
improvements were considered possible.

If the plot could be shifted to enclose the
\:enter of the chart then a lower s.w.r. could
be expected at each end of the band but
with a higher s.w.r. at the center, possibly
a constant value of S.W.L across the band.
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Fig. 3-The voltage standing.wave ratio for the
various curves of fig. 2. These have been read off
the Smith chart using the radiol "voltage stand
ing-wave ratio" scale and transferred to these
rectangular coordinates for easier interpretation.
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Fig. A- The input impedance a t the di pole ce nte r
expre ssed in rectangular coordinates. This d ia

gram is obtained from curve " E" of fig. 2 .
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Important E&E Books

AMATEUR RADIO INCENTIVE
LICENSING STUDY GUIDE

by Robert M. Brown,
K2ZSQ /W9HBF, and
Tom Kneitel, K2AES.
Fully explains the new
incentive licensing which
affects both newcomers
and old-timers. Covers
all the new FCC Regu
lations and band alloca

tions. Includes multiple-choice questions and
answers (as close to actual FCC exams 8S
possible) covering the new Advanced-Class,
and the modified requirements for the Extra
Class, exams. Also includes sample exams for
Novice. Technician, Conditional. and General
Class licensing. 160 pages. 5~ x 8~·.

Order EE·050, only $2.75
17TH EDmON OF THE FAMOUS

RADIO HANDBOOK
Tells how to design,
build, and operate the
latest types ofamateur
transmitters, receivers,
transceivers, a nd am
plifiers. Provides ex
tensive, simplified theory on practically every
phase of radio. Broadest coverage; all origi
nal data, up-to-date, complete. 816 pages.
Order EE· 167 ,only $12.95

SINGLE SIDEBAND: Theory & Pradice
by Harry D. Hooton, W6TYH. The

one-source guide to ssb.
Covers the origin and
principles of ssb, derive
tion of ssb signals, car
rier suppression tech
niques, sid eba nd selec
tion, carrier generators,

speech amplifiers and filters, ssb generators,
balanced mixers and conver t ers, low-power
ssb transmitters, linear r-f amplifiers, ssb
communications receivers, transceivers, tests
and measurements. Includes chapters on how
to. build air-tested linear amplifiers. 352 pages.
Hardbound. Order No. EE-350, only . . . $6.95

Order from your electronic parts
distributor or send cou pon below.
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0.343,\
0.353,\
0.363,\
0.373,\
0.383,\
0.393,\
0.403,\

TA BLE I

3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
4.0

fme

a ble I- Relationship between frequency and the
electricollength of the feeder.

PLEASE include your

* ZIP code number on *
all correspondence.

From curve "E" a graph with rectangular
oordinates can be produced to show how
he input reactance and resistance varies
ith frequency. This is shown as fig. 4. The
ormalizing has been removed to give
ractical figures.
The bandwidth of an antenna can be ex

ressed in several ways, between frequencies
f certain S.W .r. ( say 2 or 3) or between
requencies where the input impedance
hase-angle is 45 degrees. It's necessary to
xpress the method of measurement when
ver quoting the antenna bandwidth. The
ize of wire used for the flat-top could be
Itered to effect some change in the band
idth. However the pi-coupler in the trans
itter can handle the present feeder input

mpedance characteristic quite successfully
so things are going to be left as they are.
Fig. 4 shows that the input impedance of

he dipole is 82 ohms resistive at 3.73 me.
igure 3 (curve "0") shows that the s.w.r.

s 1.9 maximum across the band of frequen
ies in question. These are features that I
as not aware of before this experiment

tarted.
The radiation pattern from this antenna

as not been considered for with limited
pace there is little that can be done to

prove it.
From a transmitter point of view the

ntenna now loads better and on-the-air tests
dicate an improvement at negligible cost.
ven if there had been no improvement, I
ow know a lot more about my antenna,
hich, after all, is one of the things ham

adio is fori •
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